The event related responses were recorded with platinum needle electrodes (Disa 25C04), inserted over C4, C3 and Cz (vertex) with reference to linked earlobes. The EEG was filtered by second order filters (0-5-30 Hz), amplified 200,000 times (Disa 5C01), sampled at 64 Hz by a computer, and stored on a hard disc.
When event related responses are evoked by selective pain stimuli without activation of mechanosensitive afferent fibres, they are assumed to reflect the state of the nociceptive system. The use of electrical or tactile nociceptive stimuli to skin is therefore not optimal because other receptors rather than nociceptors are activated. Electrical stimulation of the Ab-fibre innervated tooth pulp and laser stimulation of the cutaneous Ab-fibre innervated nociceptors have been used to produce selective activation of these afferents and to elicit experimental pain of short duration. The advantages of electrical stimulation have been the easy control of intensity and pulse duration. High energy C0217 and argon"'0 lasers can deliver pulses of various durations and intensities to the skin without touching it. Lasers have therefore been adopted for experimental pain stimulation. High energy CO2 laser pulses can increase the temperature in the superficial skin layer with a rate of about 600'C/s.'1 Heat dolorimeters produce a rate of change in skin temperature of about 19GC/s. '2 The fast temperature increase induced by lasers is sufficient to generate time locked synchronous afferent activity and pain event related responses.
The peak-to-peak amplitude of the averaged laser induced pain related response correlates to the distinct Abfibre mediated pricking first pain."w In this study two experiments were designed to elucidate the problems related to recording and quantification of first pain related responses evoked by argon laser stimuli. In the first experiment optimal recording conditions and quantification techniques were determined. In the second experiment variability in amplitude between successive recordings was investigated when optimal recording conditions were used. Two experiments were designed to elucidate the properties of the argon laser evoked response. In the first experiment the optimal recording, analysis and quantification parameters were found. In the second experiment the variability between successive recordings was determined, using the optimal recording conditions found in experiment 1. These laser intensities were used for subsequent stimulation.
Methods
Each volunteer participated in two sessions. In the first session, 90 stimuli were applied to the dorsum of the hand (C7-dermatome) and in the second session 90 stimuli were applied to the lateral part of the foot (SI-dermatome). The 90 stimuli were randomly distributed between the three pain ratings with 30 in each group. The intervals between stimuli were randomly distributed with a mean of 30s (range 20 to 40 s).
Optimal recording site It has been suggested'1516 that pain event related responses are largest at the vertex. It is, however, not known if the best signal-to-noise ratios for the single responses are obtained from the vertex since the EEG background activity vary across the scalp. Signal-to-noise ratios were estimated for the three recording positions C3, C4 and Cz with reference to linked earlobes, and for the three pain ratings. The signal-to-noise ratio was calculated by the method proposed by Bershad and Rockmore, 17 in which the variance of the signal plus noise was estimated from the EEG segment 200 ms to 700 ms after stimulation, and variance of the noise was estimated from a 500 ms EEG epoch containing only background activity. The mean signal-to-noise ratio was calculated from the average of the signal-to-noise ratios for the individual single responses.
Effect of low pass filtering on the peak-to-peak amplitude of the averaged responses No recommendations exist concerning filter settings for recording of laser evoked responses. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the averaged response was measured for different settings ( C) The averaged power in the frequency intervals 0-5-2 5 Hz, 0 5-5 0 Hz, 0 5-7 5 Hz, and 0-5-10-0 Hz, calculated from the single responses in the interval from 200 ms to 700 ms after stimulation. EXPERIMENT 2 Variability between successive recordings In this experiment the inter-individual variations in peak-to-peak amplitude between successive recordings were determined for different intervals between recordings. Only the vertex recording site was used, because this was found in experiment 1 to give the best signalto-noise ratio. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the major negative complex was used for quantification. Strong pain stimuli were used, conventional averaging was Optimal recording site For both stimulation sites (foot, hand) the vertex (Cz) recorded responses were 25% larger in peak-to-peak amplitude and 36% larger in power (0-5-12 Hz) than the corresponding ipsi-and contralateral recordings. The power (0-5-12 Hz) of the EEG segments before stimulation was 29% larger for the vertex recording than for the ipsi-and contralateral recordings. The larger response amplitude over the vertex could therefore be a reflection of the generally higher EEG activity of relevant frequency components in this region. It was therefore necessary to estimate the signal-tonoise ratio of the responses to verify the best recording position. The signal-to-noise estimation technique showed that for the three pain ratings, the best result was always obtained from the vertex recording (table 1) . The signal-to-noise ratios for vertex recorded responses were 10%, 13%, and 14% higher than ipsi-/contralateral recordings for moderate, strong and severe pain, respectively.
Effect of low pass filtering on the peak-to-peak amplitude of the averaged responses. The maximal energy of the pain related complex was between 1 and 4 Hz with a main peak around 2 5 Hz (fig iB) . The effect of low pass ses were + /-47 ms, + /-42 ms, and + / -37 ms (+ / -SD) for moderate, strong and severe pain, respectively. The latency variations around the mean were normally distributed. Theoretically the Woody filtering should therefore give the best improvement of the averaged responses to low laser intensities due to the largest latency variations. Unfortunately, the single responses to weak laser stimuli are small (signal-to-noise ratio close to 1), and a reliable estimation of the latency correction can be difficult to obtain. The amplitude improvements of the Woody filtered averaged responses were very similar for fixed and modified templates. The mean amplitude improvements for both techniques were 42%, 40% and 28% for moderate, strong and severe pain, respectively. These amplitude improvements could, however, possibly be erroneous. If EEG segments before stimulation were used as input to the Woody-filter it was possible to obtain responses with a shape similar to the template and hence the laser induced evoked responses (fig 2) 3) pain.
1-0
The power and peak-to-peak amplitude ofpotentials related to moderate pain were assigned the value 100%. Thefrequency rangefrom 0-5-7-5 Hz showed the largest changes as a function of increasing pain intensity. (fig 3) . For both the averaged responses and for the averaged spectra of the single responses the frequency interval from 0 5 to 7-5 Hz gave the strongest relation to the pain rating. The power of the averaged response increased 421 % from rating 1 to 3, and the averaged spectra of the single responses increased 137%.
In a preliminary study we have increased the laser intensity above the defined pain rating 3, and found that the higher laser intensities do not evoke corresponding larger responses. This indicates that there is a range of laser intensities, and hence pain intensities, where correlation between stimulus intensity (perception) and amplitude (power) exists. EXPERIMENT 2 Variability between successive recordings The peak-to-peak amplitude of the pain related response was dependent on the time between recordings. The mean decrease in amplitude between the first and second recording was 17%, 13%, and 10% for time intervals between recordings of 5, 15 , and 60 minutes respectively. The amplitude variations between successive recordings (recording 2-3, 3-4, 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, separation in time 15, 15, 15, 30, 30 minutes, respectively) were between 2%-8% (mean 5% It has been argued that "averaging of EEGsegments selected for maximum similarity with a given template would result precisely in the present waveform", and Bromm and Treede'8 therefore "choose an adaptive procedure where the template is continually modified according to the waveforms present in the single trials". We tried both procedures on baseline EEG and on the first pain related responses and found that both techniques could estimate responses from baseline EEG using less than 30 averaged trials. The artefactual responses were similar to responses generated by laser stimuli of low intensity. The generated responses could simply be modified by increasing the "limit for rejection" (the correlation coefficient between single response and the template), but was relatively insensitive to the shape of the template initially used. It has been suggested that the latency of the pain related evoked responses might be informative with respect to the quality of the pain perceived.89 Using latency corrected averaging the latency of the response is dependent on the latency of the template. It can be concluded that latency corrected averaging should only be used when the signal-tonoise ratio is controlled and found sufficiently high. For monitoring purposes where the responses can be reduced in amplitude, the technique can not be recommended because artefactual signals might be generated.
Influence of pre-stimulus EEG on the single responses It has been suggested that there exists a correlation between the amplitude of alpha-rhythms (7 5-12 5 H.z) in the baseline EEG activity before stimulation and the amplitude of the following response.20 The main energy of the laser induced pain related response was below 7 Hz and therefore expected to be relatively insensitive to changes in the alpha-frequency band. In this study the power of the argon laser evoked response from 0-5 to 7-5 Hz was not affected by the power of the pre-stimulus EEG activity. This indicates that the suggested relation between alpha-rhythms and response amplitude might be an indirect evidence for a relationship between alpha-rhythms and arousal-level, and hence arousal-level and response amplitude. Although there was no relationship between the power of the EEG activity before and after stimulation the best signal-to-noise ratio can be expected when the amplitude of the EEG activity before stimulation in the relevant frequency range is low. This advantage has previously been utilised by Bjerring and Arendt-Nielsen8 when single responses to argon laser stimulation have been analysed.
The most sensitive parameterfor quantification of laser induced pain
The amplitude of the pain related complex has been found to correlate with the intensity of the pain perceived. The amplitude increased 87% when the intensity of the pain induced by the argon laser light was increased from moderate to severe pain. Due to this substantial increase, no attempts have previously been made to find a better and more sensitive parameter for pain quantification.
Carmon et al rated CO2 laser pulses from non-painful to strong pain on a five point scale and found an amplitude increase of 120% whereas the root-mean-square (RMS) value increased 273%. In another study by Carmon et al2 the amplitude increased 100% when the pain intensity rated on a two point scale was increased from 1 to 2. In this present study the increased pain intensity increased the power of the averaged response in the range from 0-5 to 7-5 Hz by 421%, whereas the amplitude increased 87%. Comparisons between studies are difficult because different discrete pain rating scales have been used.
Arendt-Nielsen and Bjerring2' found a tendency to increased duration of the major negative (N400) pain related complex for increasing pain rating, but this information is not included in a simple measure for the overall amplitude. The power of the signal is influenced by both amplitude and duration and should therefore be more sensitive. From the present findings it is clear that a parameter describing the overall response shape is a better parameter for quantification than the amplitude alone. This observation might be applied to other electrophysiological signals such as compound sensory action potentials.
Variability between successive recordings The intra-individual amplitude variation between successive argon laser evoked responses has not previously been discussed. This is extremely important if the present technique is to be used clinically for comparisons between affected and normally innervated skin areas. The amplitude of the evoked responses decreased 10-17% between the first and the second recording, and the reduction was related to the time between recordings.
One explanation for this reduction might be that the volunteers had not previously experienced laser stimulation or recording of pain related responses, and in the first session were not familiar with the procedures. This might also explain why the variability in amplitude was reduced when successive recordings were performed. The level of attention has previously been found to influence pain related responses. 22 We do not believe that changes in attention to the pricking pain perception could account for the variability because the intensity of the pain perceived was reported to remain almost constant during the experiments.
The day-to-day and hand-to-hand variations were 24% and 20%, respectively. The conditions in these experiments were not optimised because no initial response was recorded to acclimatise the volunteers before the sessions.
In conclusion, it has been difficult to examine clinically the function of the thin myelinated Ab-fibres quantitatively, and techniques for this purpose are needed. Laser stimulation activates the Ab-fibre innervated nociceptors and evokes first pain event related responses. The amplitude and power of these responses do, for a range of laser intensities, contain information about the intensity of the stimulus and hence the pain perceived, and may be used in future studies to assess the function of these fibres.
laser stimuli: recording and quantification. 
